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Lunar

Go-live in just 4 months
Speedy implementation 
paves the way for an 
intuitive user experience 
with rapid integration 
capabilities and 
connected, pre-built 
functionality.

Agile processes
Intelligent, end-to-end 
automation streamlines 
budget and automates 
approval processes, 
freeing people to focus 
on strategy.

Shared,  
transparent data
Provides one source of the 
truth with clearly defined, 
auditable processes 
and data integrity that 
integrate with Lunar’s core 
banking system.

ImpactHow did Unit4 help?

Achievements

TIME-TO-VALUE

Microservices-based Unit4 
ERP solution implemented  
in just four months

Adaptive, automated  
processes enable Lunar to 
change fast

Unit4’s scalability supports  
momentum for future 
growth at Lunar

• Deployed next-generation, 
unified Unit4 ERP platform 
across 600 employees  
to optimize customer and 
employee experience

• Cloud-based ERP 
connects finance to 
create one seamless 
digital experience across 
the organization

• Rich, intuitive functionality, 
right-sized for Lunar’s 
needs and localized for 
multiple countries

• Automated, scalable 
open platform connects 
seamlessly with 
the bank’s software 
ecosystem

Lunar blasts off towards finance 
transformation with Unit4
Lunar is a modern challenger bank with more than 400,000 
customers across Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. Lunar 
is 100% digital, giving personal and business customers 
complete control over their finances – all from one intuitive 
and transparent app. Headquartered in Denmark, Lunar has 
more than 600 employees across the Nordic region.

INFO
INDUSTRY: Financial Services 
SIZE: 400,000 customers 
and 600-plus staff
LOCATION: Denmark
PRODUCT: Unit4 Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP)

“The main benefit is creating more visibility across markets and  
products, thereby being able to set stronger individual prices for  
both markets and products. Unit4 supports my customer lifetime  

valuations at a much higher degree than we could before.”

Jonas Larsen, CFO, Lunar

Already a major player in the Nordic banking sector, Lunar Bank has shifted 
from start-up to scale-up within a short period of time. Lunar’s legacy Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) platform was struggling to scale with the bank’s ambitious 
customer and market growth. Lunar COO Morten Sønderskov explains: “We are 
ambitious, but our customers remain our focus. With Unit4 ERP we benefit from an 
intuitive and robust solution, with automation capabilities that will help us prioritize. 
ERP also has the flexibility we need to support our international expansion plans.”
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